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      Transforming Teamwork is a unique book. It gets inside teams and organizational cultures, taking us into the arena of effective action. Full of fabulous insights on the dynamics of transforming teams and cultures, along with 9 Scales or Indexes for diagnosing safety, trust, conflict, collaborative inquiry and more, this is a book for those who are in the midst of improving their organizations.
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      Transforming Teamwork is a tour de force. Written by three world-class educators at the top of their game, it is comprehensive and filled with wisdom derived from research and deep collective experience. It is brilliantly organized to be accessible and practical. Engage in the inquiry and practices it provides for team and individual learning and growth. Transforming Teamwork is indispensable for thoughtful, caring, and committed educators.
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      Transforming Teamwork is an intelligent and artfully crafted resource that provides deep insights into team learning. If you study this book as a team, not only will your team transform, your lives will be forever changed. It gets to the core of what it means to be human in relationship with others.
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      Practical, purposeful, and powerful—descriptors of Transforming Teamwork that resonate after I read it. Any team or team facilitator wanting to move teaming from mundane to transformative will want this book. The triple helix elevates core components that contribute to team success and serves as an underlying infrastructure that the authors dissect and examine. The core components challenge traditional explanations of teaming and present pathways to strengthen teamwork.



  
          Joellen Killion, Senior Advisor to Learning Forward




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is relevant, timely, and useful. Using the triple helix of psychological safety, constructive conflict, and actionable team learning, the authors provide us with the ‘how, what and why’ of transforming the collaborative work of teams. Even teams that are working well will find this book rich with insights on how to get better! Conflict is perceived as a resource rather than something to be avoided, and the authors provide insights into how to become better at developing the psychological safety necessary for public, actionable learning.



  
          Ochan Kusuma-Powell, EdD




              


    
      



 


 
      Such a powerful resource. With its multiple entry points, Transforming Teamwork: Cultivating Collaborative Cultures is like having a facilitator, researcher, and consultant in the room. The authors begin each section with a compelling WHY and introduce star-powered research to support readers as they identify the WHAT and HOW according to their needs.
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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